GPS STAR Working Group Meeting Agenda
April 7th, 2016 12-1pm

Attendance: Shelby, Susan, Comfort, Dolly, Misaki, Chelsea, Lisa

1. Approval of notes from last meeting
   
   Approved

2. Updates on GPS STAR implementation efforts
   a. GPS STAR Website

   Reviewed website and Shelby will incorporate edits suggested in the mtg. GPS videos will be placed on the main GPS page

   b. Instructional video recording
   Reviewed video #1 & #2. Everyone happy with it, so consider complete

   c. GPS STAR faculty training (CAS, and other colleges)
   CAS Dept Chairs liked it.
   Chelsea waiting on CFNRM to respond back, but has planned workshops with CoBE, KHUOK, and Kipuka.

   d. Registration start time

   Agreed to set at 8:30am so that people are in office to help students.

   e. Coordination of summer outreach for GPS for “front liners” (advisors, NSP, housing, admissions, financial aid, special populations)

   Once Kainoa calls a meeting among front line folks, Chelsea is willing to provide training.

   Chelsea also plans to reach out to other groups for potential training.

   f. System STAR team to pull our pilot population as:
      
      Application Decision = AA (Applicant Accepts & Admitted) 
      Student Type = F (Freshmen-Classified&First Time) 
      Entry/New Term = 201710 (Fall 2016)

   Some corrections may be necessary. Chelsea will send me another email.
g. Edits for the email to incoming freshmen from Admissions

Edited the email as a group for Lisa to receive.

3. Agenda items for next mtg?